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Crowdrise Homepage Banner - 
964 x 280

Crowdrise Homepage This banner is high-level, with little detail as to campaign 
specifics



Firefox Challenge Homepage This banner has more detail as to the campaign and describes 
how the campaign functions. Header 1 with subheading.

Firefox Challenge Homepage 
Banner/Content Block - 1047 x 261 (Height 

can be anything)

*NOTE: This amount hasn't been decided 
yet. 



Celebrity/Charity team home pagesThis banner has more detail as to the campaign and describes 
how the campaign functions. Header 1 with subheading.

Firefox Challenge Homepage 
Banner/Content Block - 1047 x 261 (Height 

can be anything)

This is the header that shows up on the sub-pages within the challenge, but people 
may get there directly through promotions so likely should include the same or 
similar content to Firefox Challenge homepage (last year it was the same for both), 
but could be different



Check Out Page

Opt-in to Mozilla Foundation 
emails/email list/etc



Donation thank you page
static image or short video that says "thanks" from Mozilla -- with links back to 
learn more about Mozilla and/or contribute to our own end-of-year fundraising 
campaign



Thank You Email - Example

we can 
insert a 
345x345 
image/conte
nt block that 
links 
elsewhere

thank you and tie back to Mozilla Foundation



Follow up email -- sent at the end of 
the campaign (not needed right 
away)
Message to all donors at the end of the campaign thanking them for their participation and telling them 
about what we collectively accomplished (reinforcing brand attributes of inclusion, participation, 
individual actions > global impact)
Opportunity to link back to learn more about Mozilla and our own fundraising



Messaging

Mozilla builds products, like Firefox, that put users in control of their online experience and shape the future of the Web — not for 
profit, but for good. As part of our commitment to making a difference, this holiday season we’re hoping to get everyone in on the 
spirit of doing good. So, just like we do with Firefox, let’s turn individual action into global impact together.

Positioning

Blog Post from Last Year

*Note: Messaging (and visual treatments) will be very similar, if not the same, as last year

https://blog.mozilla.org/blog/2011/12/13/join-us-in-the-mozilla-firefox-challenge-this-holiday-season/

https://blog.mozilla.org/blog/2011/12/13/join-us-in-the-mozilla-firefox-challenge-this-holiday-season/
https://blog.mozilla.org/blog/2011/12/13/join-us-in-the-mozilla-firefox-challenge-this-holiday-season/


Other Promotional Designs

 Email images are a standard 600px width.

Email images are a standard 600px width



Snippets

graphical elements for about:home snippets (40x50)


